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Someone’s incomprehensible mess of bullshit paint splatters is another’s perfect rendering of 
suppressed abstract grief over losing their father at a young age. One man’s immaculately 
constructed three-hour epic documentary on some obscure foreign architect is another’s 
migraine-inducing clusterfuck of pretention and jesus-why-can’t-he-keep-the-focus-steady-for-
ten-goddamn-seconds. And one girl’s journey across an interactive digital painting to the 
illuminated peak with some nameless stranger elsewhere in the “real world” and its abstract 
climactic flurry of pitch-perfect emotional triumph is another’s dull waste of five hours and 
she kind of wants her $15 back from the Playstation store because she didn’t once get to shoot 
at anything.  

Art is, at its heart, an irrevocably personal thing. And yet, it is as an intensely 
individual experience that we relate it to the intensely individual experiences of others and so 
build a contextual framework of reaction and interaction around our private, intimate 
odyssey into what quantifies something as having resonance and what smacks flat against the 
bare wall of our hearts and leaves little more than a watery Rorschach smear to be hosed off 
with something more palatable at the first opportunity.  

It is this to-and-fro of contemplating deeply why an art piece in any medium holds 
something personally glowing and then attempting to articulate that to another - whose own 
experience was likely vastly different to our own – that art is a social device. We judge others 
by their most miniscule reactions or prejudices towards forms and media from what we 
ourselves deem to be sincere, hip, truthful, complex, cool, awful, trite, hackeneyed or 
unartistic and align ourselves with those whose opinions and tastes compare to our own, or at 
the very least compliment them.  

To explain the finer points of a complex abstract emotional (and exposition-free) 
narrative of a videogame like Journey to someone who still thinks that all games are solely a 
matter of twitch reflex and besting high-scores by blowing things away is akin to running a 
evidential logic argument by an entrenched religious acolyte – you cannot appeal to values 
that don’t exist. If someone were to look at a Monet and say “it’s a bunch of paint blobs, I 
don’t see what the big deal is” you aren’t going to be able to convince them that they’re 
missing the emotional core of the paintings existence because you’re expressing terms of 
values that don’t register importance to the poor person your gesticulating at with 
exasperation. All they see is you flailing your hands with a contorted frustration-grimace in 
front of a bunch of paint bits that “sort of look like flowers yeah but I don’t see why it’s worth 
so much money”. Society itself is inherently fractured in this way – ideologies and principles 



of life and lifestyle are so widely varied that even complex categorisations fall apart under any 
passing scrutiny. Art, in its myriad forms, acts as a platform for simultaneously discarding 
these labels while amplifying them onto a stage for others to directly comment on and be 
affected by. The discourse that follows allows us to find in others small, abstract elements of 
personality otherwise buried that we ourselves keep coddled and shielded from the harsh light 
of reality for fear of their evaporation if exposed. The artist themselves may not even be able 
to effectively articulate precisely the combination of things that created whatever the hell it 
was they eventually created, they simply had to trust in the process and… oh… yeah… well, I 
guess it’s about sadness maybe? (he says to someone staring deeply through the work and 
trying to decode whether it’s truthfully making him sad, frustrated or horny).  

As such, the definition and nature of art itself, what comprises intriguing and/or 
pleasing aesthetics is a forum that without the social aspect of having our own values held up 
to the values and opinions of others would merely be matters of personal taste rather than 
banding guilds of like-minds together into movements, cultural epochs and zeitgeists. The 
German Expressionist film movement developed largely in reaction to societal shifts following 
the First World War, when the harsh truths of the horror of war and what that had wrought 
on the German people was barely recognised by officials, let alone addressed publicly, and so 
to cope with the raft of heretofore unknown emotions and cultural shock their expression 
became subverted into abstraction as Expressionism and Impressionism were born to the 
global conscience.  

Life itself is both a solitary journey and a shared experience, and one could argue that 
it is the human minds ability to contort its fears and fancies into physical expressions and have 
others relate to them is what has kept us from collectively going mad as a species of 
burgeoning intellect.  
 


